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The Next TARS Meeting - Thursday, February 5th
7:00 p.m. at the Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross - 1115 Easterwood Drive
The Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society regularly holds its business meeting at 7:00 p.m. on the first Thursday of every month.

Talk-in is on the “0-3” - K4TLH repeater 147.030 (+.600, tone 94.8)
th

Join us Thursday, February 5 , at 7:00 p.m. at the American
Red Cross as we host our own Gerry Gross, WA6POZ, who will
present “HF 101,” a brief PowerPoint tutorial on High-Frequency
Amateur band operation. Learn all about the gear, propagation,
procedures, and privileges required to trot the globe from the
comfort of your home. Gerry is very familiar with contesting and
DX operations, so whether you’re a ‘newbie’ or an old-time expert,
this presentation will be sure to enlighten! See you all there!

Upcoming Events

Please Visit K4TLH.net or Facebook.com/K4TLH for more information

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

February 3 (Tuesday)
- VE Testing February 5 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting –
February 8 (Sunday) 7:30am
- Tallahassee Marathon –
February 21 (Saturday)
MAG LAB OPEN HOUSE!

March 5 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting –

April 2 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting –

May 7 (Thursday)
- TARS Meeting –

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

April 7 (Tuesday)
- VE Testing -
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From The President

February is shaping up to be a busy month for not only TARS members but for the amateur radio
community as a whole. For TARS we have our bi-monthly ham radio exams on Tuesday the 3rd; monthly club
meeting on the 5th; the Tallahassee Marathon on the 8th; and the Mag-Lab Open House on the 21st. For both
TARS and others, this is the annual Southeastern Division Convention or HamCation in Orlando on the 13th
through the 15th, which I’m sure many TARS members will be attending.

Besides club related activities February is a good time to start working both DX and contests. DX activity
during the first two weeks of the month will be Navassa Island, K1N. This island is number one on the most
wanted DX list. The last operation from this island was 22 years ago and the US Fish and Wildlife Service
states that it will be at least 10 more years before the next opportunity.

Navassa is located south of

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba between Jamaica and Haiti and should be easy to work from North Florida.

Beside Navassa there will be lots of other DX stations on the air, refer to the contest and DX listing
elsewhere in The Printed Circuit. Two notable ones will be a trip to Guantanamo Naval Base, KG4 by a group
from the 6th to the 13th, and a team going to Juan Fernandez Island, CE0Z from the 20th to March 8th. Juan
Fernandez Island is off the coast of Chile.

If working DX is not your thing then try working a QSO party or contest during the month, some are as
short as a few hours and others last for an entire weekend.

There are three state QSO parties, New

Hampshire, Vermont and Minnesota; several CW sprints and the ARRL International DX contest; several
phone parties like the 10-10 Int’l Winter Party, British Columbia QSO Party, and the ARRL School Club Round
Up; for RTTY there is the CQ World Wide RTTY Worked Prefix and North American QSO Party.

Regardless of your current interests Amateur Radio is an activity that is broad in scope. Now is the time to
expand your horizons and try something new. Good Luck!

73, Gerry Gross, WA6POZ WA6POZ@arrl.net (TARS President)
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Circuit Traces

News and General Items of Interest

Ready… Set… Let’s Go – To the Tallahassee Marathon
This TARS Service Event is a Great Exercise for New Hams
TARS has a long history
of supporting the Tallahassee
Marathon, a major qualifying
race for the Boston Marathon.
This year, the Gulf Winds
Track Club expects over 850
runners!
Two returning
previous winners will be
attempting to run the 26.2
mile marathon in a time of 2
hours-18 minutes or less in
order to qualify for the
Olympic Trial, which will be
held Feb 13, 2016 in Los
Angeles. The race starts at
7:30 am, Sunday, February
8 on the FSU campus on
Chieftan Way in front of the
FSU Circus and will terminate
and be swept at 1:30 pm.
Both the Full and Half
marathon utilize the St. Marks
Trail.
The Tallahassee Marathon is an excellent opportunity for both new and old amateurs to gain or refresh the
experience needed to help out during an emergency; all while having fun and doing a service to our community. We don’t
say this lightly: the runners and race officials really appreciate and value our presence. Our communications are
vital to ensuring the safety of the 850 athletes running in the event and to keeping the race officials apprised of the
locations of the lead and trailing runners as well as any other significant events on the course.

TARS can use all the radio help we can get! The race will be run within the Tallahassee area, so the minimum radio
equipment required is a 2-meter HT. We need to provide for the safety of the runners, and they will appreciate our many
eyes and ears – so please email John Pantoja, KM4FAM, ASAP at john@KM4FAM.info if you would like to be added to
the roster.
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BACK TO THE MAG-LAB! →
With THOUSANDS of Visitors – Including Kids – This IS The Largest TARS PR Event
Last year’s participation by TARS was the largest event in our history where Amateur Radio was presented as a fun,
exciting, and viable avocation to literally thousands of patrons. Hundreds of spare QST magazines were distributed and
kids of all ages got to watch ham radio in action. If you took the opportunity to visit the “Mag Lab” facility last year, you
were sure to have been astounded by feats of scientific wonders such as superconductivity levitation, liquid nitrogen
cooling, computerized machine milling, and hydrogen production, to name a few!
What a great opportunity this is to expose our hobby to kids in an enthusiastic atmosphere of technology and science!
TARS has been invited again to operate a Get On The Air station in conjunction with the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory’s Open-House event. The Mag-Lab has planned the exhibition to demonstrate the many scientific aspects of
magnetics and high-technology to visitors both young and young-at-heart. The event will take place on Saturday,
st
February 21 , from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the lab facility on Paul Dirac Drive in SW Tallahassee.

FREE LIQUID-NITROGEN CHILLED HOME MADE ICE CREAM!
Randy Pierce, AG4UU, has planned on setting up a demo station to show off the ever-expanding SARnet – linked
Florida-based repeater network. Even if you don’t plan to operate a radio TARS would appreciate as many hams to show
up as possible! Bring your family and help provide support and interest to TARS and Amateur Radio. And radio is
actually just a small part of everything great to see and do at the Mag-Lab. It’s an Attractive proposal!
Please direct any questions, comments and offers to participate to: “Chief” Fusilier, KA5USN: ka5usn@hotmail.com
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TARS to Have Online/Social Media Facelift
John Pantoja, KM4FAM, to Upgrade K4TLH
If you haven’t had a chance to meet one of TARS’s newest hams and members - John Pantoja, KM4FAM – then be
sure to say ‘hi’ at the next meeting! John is an IT specialist by trade with an Associate’s degree in Visual
Communications. His plans are to ‘migrate’ the K4TLH website (Our TARS web site) to a faster and more secure server,
upgrading the site, adding more interactivity and more opportunity for TARS members to meet, greet, and contribute.
John is ready to apply his site-building knowhow and enthusiasm to the task, so consider offering him your ideas and
questions. And by the way, he has volunteered to head up coordination for the Tallahassee Marathon, so give him your
support! If you have any questions or suggestions concerning K4TLH.com or the TARS Facebook site –
please contact John Pantoja, KM4FAM at: john@KM4FAM.info

TESTING! TESTING! TESTING!

Get Licensed – Get Upgraded

rd

TARS – ARRL: FEBRUARY 3 at 7 p.m.
rd
The next TARS license exam session will be held the evening of Tuesday, February 3 , at The
American Red Cross HQ, on 1115 Easterwood Drive, near Tom Brown Park. The session typically
starts at 7:00 p.m.
Please REMEMBER to bring a photo ID and $15, cash or check.
Contact Alan Terrell, N4KGT, n4kgt@arrl.net for more details.
TARC – W5YI Group: Please Contact TARC To Schedule
st
Offering a test session once a month on the third Saturday of each month (February 21 ) at 10:00
a.m. at the Thomas County EOC located at 1202 Remington Avenue in Thomasville, GA. The cost is
$14 and two forms of ID are required, one with a picture. Children require a SSN to process. Test
sessions may require forward notice of attendance! For inquiries please contact:
(W5YI VE) Alan Slaughter, kg4gav kg4gav@gmail.com
For general information and updates please visit: http://thomasvilleamateurradioclub.com/

The Trading Post

Equipment and Services

Equipment Available for loan or sale from TARS

TARS CALLSIGN BADGES (GET ONE!)

If you are interested in temporarily borrowing or procuring TARS
radio equipment, or have good and working equipment to donate
to TARS - email Steve at ad4e@arrl.net

To Place an order for a TARS badge, go to:
http://thesignman.com/clubs/tars.html

•
•

MFJ-259 antenna analyzer (with Doug, KD4MOJ)
Gin-Pole (with Garu, KA3FZO)

Fill in the information requested (name, callsign, etc.) on the
online order form from the “TALLAHASSEE ARS – FL”
selection on the drop-down menu. Indicate your fastener
choice, click the ADD TO CART button and then proceed to
CHECKOUT on the shopping cart. Only $10.50 + Shipping

BUY – SELL – TRADE… Foster the local economy! If you have ANY personal amateur radio items that you would like to sell
or need, we will publish requests in The Printed Circuit, subject to editorial review. Please submit your requests to the newsletter editor
(Mike Maynard, K4ICY) at k4icy@arrl.net by the 20th of the month. Please supply photos and descriptions if possible.
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Macros – Digital Shortcuts

By Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ

If you use RTTY, PSK-31 or other digital mode software, you are almost certainly are familiar with the use of macros. A “macro”
(short for "macroinstruction") is rule that specifies how a certain input sequence (often a key press) should be mapped to a replacement
output sequence (also often a sequence of characters) according to a defined procedure. Macros are used to make tasks using any
application much less repetitive. I won’t address CW because that is not my bailiwick, but there are similarities there. Some people use
macros effectively and others use them “right out of the box,” which, in my opinion, is not effective.
PSK-31 Macros
Let’s start out with the PSK-31 macros.
They are the ones that get the most
criticism and are the ones that are the
easiest to customize. You only need to
spend about 30 seconds on 14.070 mHz,
the most popular PSK-31 watering hole, to
see a very common set of macros from
users of a certain digital “deluxe” ham radio
software package. The software provides
all of the necessary information for a QSO
in a nice sterile set of macros in the form:
[Name: Stan Stan QTH: Tallahassee,
FL]
While some folks may like this
predictable format, I prefer a more free-flow
style: [My name is Stan, Stan. My QTH is
Tallhassee, FL, located in Leon County
in northern Florida.] Unfortunately, some
people never even change the setup for
their software enough to take out the
entries for which they don’t have
information, so you will see lines such as:
[Web: <my-website>] Fortunately, even
that deluxe ham radio software will allow
you to edit their structured macro templates
to be as friendly as you would like.
Now, I have to admit that I do have one macro in this sterile format that I do use in certain DX instances. Many of the DX hams do
not speak English very well and have had these macros translated for them and expect the QSO to be in that pro forma way, otherwise
they have difficulty understanding it. Secondly, many DX hams are simply looking for a contact and the pro forma QSO that is “quick
and dirty” provides them with their contact. In the unlikely situation, in either case, that they want to talk more, I am more than willing to
ragchew for a while. I have actually had it happen.
Again using PSK-31 as an example, I like to break my macros into segments that I can call on in any order to piece together a
QSO. First, of course, I have a CQ macro and a macro for calling someone who is calling CQ. Next, to start a transmission, I have a
“Start QSO Macro” with [<TX> <his-call> de <my-call>] just to get the ball rolling. If it is the first transmission, I start with [<time>
Hello <his-name>. Thanks for the contact. Your RS(Q) is <RST> <RST>.] If you don’t know what RSQ is, you might want to
Google it. It is a distinction that digital people like to make from the RST used by CW.
My next macro is my name/QTH macro: [My name is Stan, Stan. My QTH is Tallhassee, FL, located in Leon County in
northern Florida. My grid is EM70vq.] A break in the macros at this point allows me a choice of where to go next. Depending on who
initiated the call, I will either use a [How copy?] or a BTU macro: [How copy <his-name>? <his-call> de <my-call> kn <RX> BTU
<his-name>. <his-call> de <my-call> kn <RX>] The next go-around depends, of course, on how he/she ended their QSO. I use the
Start QSO Macro, then maybe a macro that says [Fine copy, <his-name>.] If he wants to keep chatting about his rig I pull up my brag
macro, which is also free flow: [The rig here is a Yeasu FT-dx5000 running about 50 watts with a Signalink USB….] I have a
separate macro about the op (me) which I use only if the other guy seems chatty and mentioned the operator in his brag file.
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QSL information is also in a separate macro, so that it can be used as appropriate. For example, often the return transmission
indicates that the op doesn’t want to chat at all. Then I will just say Fine Copy and send my QSL info and my ending macro. Often I
don’t even send the QSL macro because it’s on QRZ.com.
Having the macros broken into logical segments makes it easy to be flexible depending on the flow of the QSO. Depending on
how many macros your software allows and how creative you are, you can carry on most common QSOs completely with macros. But
that can get boring. You should try to find ways to expand the QSO into a conversation. Using non-sterile macros is a first step toward
doing that. The second step is to look for things in the other person’s transmission that you can comment on at the end or beginning of
your transmission, usually in the form of a question; e.g., How do you like your Elecraft KX-3? I’ve had QSOs last for around an hour on
numerous occasions, so, yes, you can ragchew on PSK-31!
RTTY Macros
Many of the same concepts apply to RTTY
macros if you are just working day-to-day QSOs.
However, many RTTY operators are avid contesters
and have a completely different view on their macros
when it comes to a contest. I have seen threads go
on for days on the RTTY-Contesting Forum regarding
saving a single character in the entire contact during a
contest. Contesters who are making 60-100 contacts
per hour or more do not want to be slowed down by
someone who does not know how to put together a
proper RTTY contest macro.
Again, there are specialized macros for CQ While
Running, Responding to a CQ in Search and Pounce
(S&P) Mode, Providing an Exchange While Running,
Providing an Exchange in S&P Mode, Asking for a
Repeat, Giving a Repeat, etc. Most contest operators
keep a separate version of their contest software so that they have contest macros all set up different from their day-to-day macros.
Some of the more important differences in contest macros for RTTY involve brevity. Others involve the process itself when
conducting a QSO. For those, it is best to join a contest forum and/or to read up on RTTY contest protocol. In the area of brevity, first
of all, there are things like not using “73” or similar familiarities – it is a contest and it is all business. Another no-no is the use of “DE”
unless you are from the state of Delaware. It can be inferred from context that the transmission is from you. Likewise, you don’t use
the other guy’s call sign – he knows who he is. So my proper response to KD2A when he gave me his report was simply [TU 599 FL
FL K4SBZ] during the recent ARRL RTTY Roundup.
While I don’t claim to be an expert on macros, I have picked up a few tips over the years. Some of you may disagree with them. I
hope these tips will help those of you willing to give them a try. If anyone would like my complete set of macros, I would be happy to
send them to you for either MTTY or Digipan. (They would convert to other software.) Let me know any that you have and are willing to
share. If this article has piqued your interest then you might want check out MoJCQ’s Ham Blog – Beginners Guide to PSK31 Macros
at: http://www.hamblog.co.uk/beginners-guide-psk31-macros/

Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ K4SBZ.Stan@Gmail.com
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Have A CW/QRP Adventure!

By Art Marshall, W1FJI

You meet the nicest people on CW running QRP…
As mentioned a while back, operating QRP can be exciting, challenging, and believe it or not, fun! There are also many awards
that you can work towards running QRP including “1xQRP” and “2xQRP” such as WAS, WAC, WAZ, DX awards as well as the “1000
Miles per Watt.” All of these and other awards are really doable with only 5 watts or less!
Janet and I headed down to the St. Marks Lighthouse for an afternoon of playing CW
running 3 only watts. Since I never know what conditions are going to be like it is usually
an adventure and a challenge. The antenna I used for this trip consisted of a threemagnet mount with a 20 meter Ham Stick type antenna mounted in the center of the van's
roof. It was a beautiful day with with a nice breeze. I always enjoy going to the St Marks
Lighthouse for the nice breeze and the quiet surroundings. [Though, the St. Marks
Lighthouse will no longer allow ham radio events and organizations to set up at the facility,
individual hams can still operate from a mobile setting – ed.] I wanted to mount a Ham
Stick up on a 30 foot pole, with and without a counterpoise but it did not happen on this
short trip. My station on this outing consisted of my Ten-Tec (YouKITS) HB1B with an
MFJ-971 tuner, with a Telefunken German WWII hand key.
Obviously, there are many variables that come into play, including antenna height
above ground, surroundings, propagation, location, time of day, and band. I don't really
expect all of the variables to be optimal at exactly the same time but at least I can pick
the antenna type and height, the surroundings, the band, day, time and location.
Propagation and band conditions are obviously subject to change.
I dialed in the frequency of 14.050 kHz in the “20 meter” band and found that 14.045
to 14.060 was loaded with stations. With the 20 meter ham stick and mag-mount in
place on the roof of the van, I moved up to 14.060 and started sending out “CQs.” Some
15 minutes later I got my first QSO running only 3 watts! Now, I never said it was easy QRP is a challenge. Although I only received an RST of 449 from a station in MI, I
considered it a very good report for my 3 watts, especially for the time of day.
Actually, the band seemed to be in fairly good shape being it was early
afternoon, except for some slow QSB. After I had made the first QSO the rest of
the afternoon went fairly well.
The two things that were different from in this trip from when I operated
portable on Cape Cod were the location and where the antenna was mounted. I
really cannot compare the two locations at all. As well the propagation some
1300 miles away is obviously much different but I do have a good baseline now
for both locations. That will mean I will have to make more trips to both locations
with various antennas to see how I do. Even if it doesn't prove anything, I will
have a good time operating and isn't that really what it's all about?
So what did I conclude from this latest CW/QRP adventure? Honestly,
I don't know if moving the ham stick from the back of the van to the roof
made any noticeable difference. I would like to think getting the antenna 4
foot higher and in the center of the van's roof may have given me some
advantage over having it mounted on the rear of the van. What about
propagation or location, the band and time of day? The band had lots of
QSB both on my side as well as on the side of the stations I worked. There
were plenty of signals on the band, and finding a clear spot close to the
SKCC calling frequency was a chore. Still the antenna I used was a
compromise antenna, ok, I got out, but I am not sure I proved anything.
The three, 3.5 inch magnets on the mount went on and held very nicely,
but taking it off was another story. Since I do not use it when the van is in
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motion it is a bit over kill for what I need. I need to look
for a single large mag mount with a 3/8”-24 thread, or a roof
luggage rack mount with the same thread, and retire this
one to the garage with the rest of the ham stuff.
What about the next time? Well, I would like to put up
an end-fed half-wave wire. Providing, of course, I have a
tree to put it up in. If I go back to the St. Marks Lighthouse
again obviously there are plenty of trees. More wire up in
the air, more gain than a compromise antenna, and I can
get the wire antenna up higher, changing the takeoff angle.
(Antennas, antennas, antennas…) There are several
articles on end-fed half-wave antennas: two good articles;
one written by KL7JR and one written by N2CX. Below are
two such companies which make end fed antennas I am
considering. http://EARCHI.ORG. as well as the LNR
PERCISION End Fed Antennas.

View of my operating position inside of the van. The back of the front passenger
seat folds down making a very good operating position. Obviously I sit in the
middle row of seats. On the left is my HB1B QRP radio. To the right is my MFJ
971 tuner, and obviously my German hand key.

There are times when I’m asked by other hams why they should
learn CW, or why should they run QRP. I usually like to offer up the
following response: CW is a real skill, it can be a second language, and
CW actually gets us hams back to the roots of our hobby! It brings us
closer to the days when T.O.M. (“The Old Man” Hiram Percy Maxim, cofounder of the ARRL,) and others who experimented with King Spark.
When messages were relayed across the country and our hobby of
Amateur Radio was new and exciting. I really want to emphasize the
phrase “Amateur Radio was exciting!” Many times, we hams, by human
nature, seem to get ourselves into a rut. When this happens some may
decide to actually get out of the hobby. Instead of that, it
could be the time to get back to the roots of ham radio
and get acquainted with how it all started!
Why then, “QRP” you may ask? Well, in the early
days of ham radio we operated CW, then AM came
along, then DSB followed by SSB and now Digital. In the
mid-1950s, 1955 to be exact, when I became W1FJI, I
ran 25 to maybe 65 watts. As a Novice we were
restricted to 75 watts input. At that power, the challenge
was how many contacts we could make, and it was
somewhat difficult to make WAS in the Novice bands
although many of us accomplished it. There were
several of us Novices who used to see who could make
the furthest contacts daily. As General Class hams, we
could then run one kilowatt of power! That was about the
time I made my
The entire world was now within my reach; a kilowatt
of power, a few CQ's and I was working the world on
SSB and CW!
Single band WAS, WAC, WAZ, DX and
QSOs with stations throughout the world was no longer a challenge. To be honest, even today, running 100 watts was no longer was a
challenge. The mode that really offers myself and many others a challenge is CW QRP. When you are running high power it doesn't
seem to be much of a challenge. When you can work the world with five watts or less, it is much more of an accomplishment than
running one hundred watts or more. Getting out and away from the comfort of your home can also be exciting. Camping, hiking, or just
going to the park with your QRP radio, antenna, key, gel cell or internal battery can really make for an exciting day.
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It is easier than you think to get up and going with CW QRP.
With voice SSB operation, the average 100-watt HF radio can
cost $1000.00 or more! QRP radios are often a bargain. The
Yeasu FT-817ND could also be a very good choice for portable
QRP operating; it covers all modes from 160 m to 70 cm with a
max of 5 watts for power and can be had for just a little over
$650.00 depending upon where you buy it. You can build a QRP
radio for as little as $50.00 to $300.00 in kit form or one that is
ready built. Many QRP rigs are often small, compact and
lightweight which makes them great for backpacking, portable
operation out in any park, mobile on a mountain top, or just about
any place you can imagine!

My Home Brew amp which was a pair 813's top right on desk. Top left my
Swan 350 transceiver, of which I believe I had to swamp the input to the
amp as it didn't take much to drive the 813's to full power. Under Amp is a
MonKey electronic keyer, they were made by the Electric Eye Equipment
Co in Danville, Illinois, in the late 40s to early 50s, and yes I still own a
MonKey electroinc keyer. I believe I built this amp in 1965 or 1966 when I
was living in New Bedford, Ma. The above photo was taken some time in 71
or 72 when we lived in Westport, Ma.
Mike, K4ICY’s SW+40 (Homebrew and Kits)

I don’t know this for a fact but I understand the Kenwood TS430S and the TS-2000 can reduce their power to QRP levels for
operating from your home location. Taking any of them to the
park for portable operation may be a different story. Mobile
radios such as the Yaesu FT-857D are compact and can reduce
its input power to 5 watts and the Icom IC-7000 can reduce its
power down to 2 watts. Though radios developed for mobile use
are a good choice for portable QRP operations, they are often
power-hunger and can draw at least an amp of current at 13.8
volts which makes them not so good for running on a small,
backpack friendly battery.
The Yeasu
FT-817ND
5 watts output,
automatic
antenna tuner,
and optional
internal battery –
a perfect solution
for portable QRP
operation. All you
need is a key and
a pair of ‘cans’

VA3KV’s RockMite in a can - http://www.barriearc.com/club/sig/wax

Well, there you have it. I hope you will not only try some CW, but that you will try some QRP as well. Get out and away from
operating from your cozy home location. Do your body some good and go take a hike – while enjoying the hobby you love. There are
many parks as well as remote camping locations out there, most of the ham friendly – so go have yourself a ham radio adventure!

TKS ES 73! Art Marshall, W1FJI, w1fji55@centurylink.net
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Remembering the Fun of Kit Building

By Phil Ashler, N4IPH

I’m sure that a number of us can remember our first experience with kit building, If
you were like me, it was probably a Crystal Radio. Some of us maybe had a chance to
construct the radio from original plans using a steel galena crystal rather than the
germanium diode used later on. If this was the case, you remember the term “cat’s
whisker.” I can remember trying to adjust the small wire “whisker” to find the most
sensitive spot, so that I could receive a better AM signal. If you had several nearby
stations whose frequencies were very close to each other you were sure to have some
overlap. The next components we could have added to refine our project were a bare
wire coil wound on an insulated core like a paper tube and also a capacitor known then
as a “condenser.”
I’ve seen some coils made on a discarded toilet paper tubes or a small pieces of
plastic or wood. A thin coating of shellac can be used to keep the coil together. If you add
a wiper to the circuit to select how much of the coil is in the circuit, you can tune in the
individual stations more easily. If you remember these components from your first license
exam, they make up a tuned circuit. Once you have the components assembled, it’s time
to add the earphone and antenna. I think the first one I built was for a Cub Scout project
was a version that used the galena crystal and cat’s whisker. Later on, I built another one
using the germanium diode and capacitor. Rather than trying to find a rare galena crystal, the capacitor, coil and other components to
make your own there are several sources that will supply a complete kit and instructions for a reasonable price. One source is the
Xtal Set Society found at www.midnightscience.com/index.html
A few years later when I was in a Jr. High Science class, the teacher noticed
my interest in radio and electronics and told me about the Allied Radio
Corporation in Chicago. They offered a variety of electronic kits (Knight Kits) at a
very reasonable price. I sent off for a catalog www.alliedcatalogs.com and when it
arrived a week or so later, I started looking through the pages. I wanted to try my
hand at a fairly simple kit to start off with, but wanted the experience of soldering
the components with my new Weller soldering gun I got with S & H Green
Stamps. I spotted the Knight Kit AM Wireless Broadcaster & Amplifier and
decided that was the kit for me! I had saved some money from mowing lawns and
had my dad write a check to order the Knight Kit including postage, probably less
than $20 at that time. I received the package about a week or so later and started
the construction on a Friday night after finishing my weekend homework.
The instruction manual, as I remember, was very well done and had multiple diagrams
showing the proper placement of the individual components. Cautions were also given so that
some of the components were not damaged by excessive heat from the soldering gun. I
double checked the instructions and made sure I didn’t have any cold solder joints. Sunday
night I inserted the three tubes in the sockets, attached the $2 microphone I had ordered with
the kit, plugged the power cord in the wall and turned on the transmitter. I began talking into
the mike while tuning an AM radio a few feet away, starting at the low end of the AM band and
slowly turning the dial up until I started hearing a loud hum. A fraction of a turn later I could
hear my voice over the radio! There was a small set screw in the middle of the transmitter to
allow you to change the frequency if needed. I made a minor modification, adding a
telescoping antenna to the chassis, which eliminated the piece of wire that was used for the
antenna.
I later connected an old turntable to one of the input jacks, and for a short period of time I
was a DJ playing old 78’s and 33 1/3 records! That lasted until my parents complained I was
interfering with the radios in the rest of the house. I build a few other kits, this time from
HeathKit, another electronic kit company located in Benton Harbor, Michigan. I was hoping to
earn my Novice Amateur License, so I decided to get two HeathKits that I could use on the air.
One was a Reflected Power Meter (Model AM-2) and the other was the HeathKit Hybrid
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Phone Patch (Model HD-19.) Both kits appeared to be fairly easy
to put together, but since I didn’t have my license yet, I had no
equipment on which to test them out. I’m sorry to admit I never
used the phone patch and only used the power meter a few times
on my 23 channel CB radio. I still have the phone-patch on the
shelf in the shack. The power meter is probably in a box
somewhere or has been given away.
I continued my interest in Short Wave listening, after giving up
my brief DJ experience, using my trusty Hallicrafter S-38C
receiver until I graduated from High School in the early 1960’s. I
had received some money for graduation and decided I needed a
better Short Wave receiver. I went back to the Allied Radio
catalogue to see what they had to offer in my limited price range.
I found another Knight Kit, the R-100 Short Wave Receiver for
$99.95, a little above what I had in my piggy bank. I asked my
parents if I could get an advance on my birthday, which was about
6 months away! I had earned enough money for my part of the tuition, but didn’t want to dip into my savings for the radio kit. They
agreed to help me get the kit, knowing it would keep me busy during the summer before I started college in the fall.
I received the kit about a week after graduation, started checking the parts
and reading the very detailed instructions. I spent the next few days in my room
trying to assemble the kit. I think it was near the end of the week before
everything was assembled. I inserted the tubes, attached the external speaker,
connected my long-wire antenna, plugged in the power cord and turned on the
power switch. The tubes started glowing, but no sound came out of the speaker!
I started going through instructions for the next day or so, everything appeared to
be wired correctly. I didn’t have any parts left over except a few short pieces of
insulated wire. My Dad suggested I call the TV repairman we had just used and
ask if he would check to see what was wrong.

I drove to his shop with the instruction/assembly manual, the
non-functioning receiver and the left over wire. He pulled out a
VOM and started checking some of the components for shorts or
incomplete circuits. After a few minutes, he smiled and said that I
had forgotten to attach a few wires connecting two of the circuit
boards together. I handed him the left over coil of wire and he
completed the missing connections. We turned on the receiver
and both of us let out a loud shout as sound came out of the
speaker, It’s working! While the repairman had the receiver on
the bench, he made a few adjustments that were suggested in the
manual, if test equipment was available. I still have the R-100 in
the shack, but haven’t turned it on for over 25 years or more.

A few months ago I received a call from one of my dad’s friends
from many years ago. He had some old radio equipment he wanted
to give me to use in my License Classes. The equipment was used
by his uncle between 1905 and 1910. I made arrangements to pick
up the equipment and was very surprised! It was a Crystal Radio,
complete with cat’s whisker, galena crystal and coil! In addition there
was an old CW Spark Gap Transmitter that appeared to have been
made from scratch. The crystal receiver has a nameplate that’s hard
to read, “Ferrite Detector” is visible, but I need to remove a small
knob holding the detector, to read the other information underneath.
I thought to myself, “So that’s what they used in the early days of
RADIO, over 100 years ago!”
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Today I look back on the
fun, the learning experience
and
the
feeling
of
accomplishment by building
the various kits when I was a
lot younger. That, plus the
interest in Short Wave radio
when I was in Jr. High and
High School, is probably why I
became interested in Amateur
Radio over 50 years ago. If
you have young children or
even grandchildren, why not
order one of the simple kits
and together build a Crystal
Radio? The Boy Scout Merit
Badge program has three
very good pamphlets on Electricity,Electronics and Radio
for those interested in completing the requirements. Most
of the information for the Technician Amateur License is
covered in the three merit badge series. You can find the
requirements for each merit badge and an optional
Computer merit badge on the BSA website, along with
PowerPoint presentations for each by visiting this link:
http://www.scouting.org/scoutsource/BoyScouts/AdvancementandAwards/MeritBadges.aspx
There are still some kit
manufacturers around including
Allied Radio, which has a
webpage with a number of links
to
simple
electronics
kits
www.knightkit.com/kitlinks.htm In
addition to the one mentioned
earlier in the article. You and
your
child
(or
grandchild)
together, can put a Crystal Radio
Kit together in a very short period
of time. When the kit has been
completed and you start tuning
around, looking for a station…

…It may surprise you, but there are still AM Broadcast Stations in the Tallahassee area!
de Phil, N4IPH philashler@comcast.net
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[Editor’s Note: I can personally attest to
the lasting influence a parent or mentor
and a simple “Crystal Radio” kit can
have on an impressionable youth. It
would probably not be too surprising to
learn that a vast portion of our older
ham radio population sparked their early
interests with this same experience – to
open up the world to a youngster by the
making of something magic using their
own hands (and maybe the help of a TV
repairman dad) – it’s no wonder many of
these kids, later becoming hams, have
grown up to advance the progress of
modern technology! – Mike, K4ICY]
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Carl’s Quiz

by Carl Hayes, NN5I

Question:
Many a ham uses an Antenna Tuner
between a transceiver (or an amplifier) and
the feedline. Some of us know that this
device doesn’t really "tune" the antenna.
Few hams know what it actually does.
What does an Antenna Tuner actually do?

Answer:
Briefly, an antenna tuner intercepts
power reflected back down the feedline by a
mismatched antenna, and reflects it back up
the feedline, returning it to the antenna for
another try.
Consider a 100-watt 50Ω transmitter, connected with a 50Ω feedline to a 50Ω antenna. Everything is perfectly matched. One
hundred watts come out of the transmitter, go into the feedline, and are radiated by the antenna. This system will have an SWR
(Standing Wave Ratio) of 1.0 to 1.0 everywhere. Let’s assume the feedline is perfect and has no losses. Now replace that antenna by
a folded dipole whose impedance is about 300Ω. The SWR is now about 6:1! The antenna radiates just half the power, or 50 watts,
and reflects the other 50 watts back down the feedline. This 50 watts will re-enter the transmitter.
So what? Well, let’s assume that that transmitter is 80% efficient. It takes 125 watts from its power supply, puts out 100 watts of
RF signal, and dissipates the other 25 watts as heat. Its designer will have provided enough cooling (heat sinks and fans) to handle
those 25 wasted watts. Now, add 50 watts of reflected power that the amplifier must also get rid of, and the cooling load on the
amplifier is trebled! The final stages, either composed of vacuum tubes or power transistors may burn up, a common failure in
transmitters. Modern transmitters include "fold-back" circuitry to mitigate reflected power and overheating of the final stages by
reducing the amount of outputted power, but this often results in a diminished signal leaving the antenna system.
What to do? We could improve the antenna system, but it's easier to do on paper than in real life where even the proximity to the
earth-ground and nearby objects can affect performance. It’s simply easier to use an Antenna Tuner. The tuner will intercept and rereflect that reflected power, sending it back up toward the antenna. Now there’s 150 watts going up the feedline even though the
transmitter puts out only 100 watts. The antenna is radiating half the original power, and half the re-reflected power. Of the re-reflected
50 watts, the antenna will radiate 25 and reflect the other 25 back down the feedline. The tuner will send it back up. Now there’s 175
watts going up the feedline!
After enough round trips, there will be 200 watts going up the feedline; and the mismatched antenna will be radiating 100 watts,
which is what the transmitter puts out. Put a wattmeter in the line (between the tuner and the feedline) – and sure enough – it will show
200 watts going up and 100 watts coming back. This may have been surprising in the past, but now you understand it. The “extra” 100
watts has been making multiple round trips up and down the feedline.
Notice that some of the power is delayed by its extra travels. If the feedline is really long, this may actually be noticeable in the
transmitted signal and is an example of "ringing." This also explains why, with a lossy feedline that loses some power as heat, the
losses increase disastrously with a higher SWR. Much of the power goes up and down multiple times, with losses each way. That’s
why an antenna tuner, though it saves the transmitter, isn’t as good as an antenna that’s properly matched to the feedline. It also
explains why a feedline that’s perfectly adequate with a well-matched antenna may fail with a mismatched one.
Imagine: If the mismatch were so bad (SWR=100:1) that the antenna radiated only 4% of the power that reached it, there would be
2500 watts going up and 2400 watts coming back. Common amateur feedlines can’t handle 4900 watts. Fortunately, amateur tuners
can’t handle an SWR of 100:1 either!

Carl Hayes, NN5I nn5i@arrl.net
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Keyers – The Robotic Keys

From The Freezer by Mike Maynard, K4ICY

Whatever you can do – let a robot do it better!
By the the late 1800's telegraph operators flourished in the tens of thousands, most eventually succumbing to the occupational
hazard of a "glass arm" or carpal tunnel (repetitive motion) syndrome. The J.H. Bunnell "Double-Speed" key in the late 1880 alleviated
some of this hazard by using a side-to-side motion, also increasing the speed at which an operator could send. The Vibroplex
company, which is still in business today, advanced the trade of telegraphy even further with the introduction of the "bug," a
mechanically actuated pendulum-based key that produced automatic "dits" with one action, but still required manual "dahs" to be
produced with another. Though, this turn of the century marvel did allow for Morse speeds to reach much faster rates with the ease of
a "Side-Swiper."
Amateur Radio was born, and operators both seasoned telegraphers
and radio hobbyists alike soon took to "pounding brass" and the newly
formed American Radio Relay League was giving traditional commercial
telegraphy a run for its money. Many hams were fine with their straight keys
and bug, but many were ever increasing in sending proficiency - at the
expense of the health of their wrists. I'm sure it was a dream of many hams
dabbling in the advancing field of 'electrics' to figure out a way to automate
the process. Now, I'm not downplaying the art of hand-sending via straight
key, bug or side-swiper as a doldrum - for it has its place and should be an
honored practice as heralded today by the SKCC, but to each his own; and
there are many advantages to producing nice-sounding code electronically.
A device that produces dots and dashes automatically is called a "keyer" as it will "key" your transmitter for you in the process of
sending. Many non-CW hams often assume that a key is a "Keyer” and gets them confused
In 1940, W2ILE invented the first truly non-mechanical electronic "bug," using a tube called a
Thyratron to generate dots and dashes. Later, a ham named Jim Ricks, W9TBO, designed a more
complex system with tubes that could send code up to 65 words per minute using paddles. With the
invention of the transistor, commercially released in 1954, ingenuities hams were soon found creating
their own keyers and companies like Vibroplex soon capitalized on this fad by releasing their Vibrokeyer,
a single-lever paddle that soon outsold their bugs.
Along came dual-paddles and "iambic" keyers: By the late 1960's, computer logic and integrated
circuits crept into the Amateur lexicon and faster sending methods were created allowing for keys with
two separate paddles to not only send "dits" and "dahs" but alternating patterns of these elements which
take on an iambic rhythm. Literally, you could consider this device a "robot" as it would do for you
automatically, what your poor aching "glass arm" had to do before.
An entrepreneurial fellow by the name of John Curtis developed a popular circuit and later helped usher in programmed single-chip
devices which were available through his company Curtis Electro Devices, successfully selling countless keyer models until the year
2000. Check out: http://namham.phpbb8.de/general-topics-f18/history-the-curtis-keyer-t50.html for a history. Other companies such as
MFG and HamGadgets with their PicoKeyer also followed. Many keyers were paired with built-in dual-paddles and more recently with
touch-sensitive interfaces.
Using a keyer is actually a simple skill that can be learned fairly quickly. If
you have a single-lever paddle that have two contact lines and one common line
(three wires,) moving the paddle to one side or the other will produce "dits" or
"dahs." The keyer will keep track of timing and you'll produce near-perfect code
without having to manually deal with the timing of each element. The fun comes
in with a dual-lever paddle (also called "iambic" or "squeeze" paddles.) One
paddle will produce a "dit" and the other a "dah." If you squeeze them together
you will get an alternating series of "dits" and "dahs" creating an "iambic" pattern.
Briefly squeezing or tapping one key while holding in another can ‘insert’ and
element or help you to make letters like Q, Y, L, F, R or K.
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There is one major difference between an iambic paddle and all other key types: the ease of use. With each element, all that is
required is a very gentle movement of the paddle to make contact. Many hams set the gap of the contact to that of a sheet of paper
and if you find yourself slapping the paddles or moving the key around on the desk when you send then you're doing it wrong! With the
gentle side-to-side motion required to send code, many hams are not only able to send code at lightning fast speeds, but may never
feel the pains of carpal tunnel syndrome! Since keyers are able to send code as fast as your fingers can move, any CW op considering
themselves to be a "speed demons" are probably sending with a "keyboard" device or PC.

Do you need a keyer? Most modern rigs come with built-in keyers and all you have to do is plug up your dual paddles and
transmit, and the principal of operation is the same but back before the 1990's most rigs required a keyer as an outboard accessory.
Today, many CW hams still require a keyer if they wish to send easy CW, and for two good reasons: first, there are still a lot of vintage
rigs, both tube and transistor-type out three in need of good homes. They are often inexpensive, but still can offer a lot of hours to an
avid ham with great signals. If you rig "glows in the dark" then you need a keyer.
Second, you should consider the more recent proliferation of QRP rigs and QRP kits around. Hams are still building their own rigs
as they were in days of old. There’s much enjoyment to “homebrewing.” Most of these miniature rigs are CW only, and a keyer is
required to enjoy perfect and easy code sending with a set of paddles. Do I need a keyer if I'm not a "speed demon?" I would say yes.
Keyers can send slow code too and the best CW teachers have stressed the need to learn the code by hearing the sounds of "good"
code sent with proper spacing. I would shudder to think that there may be hams out there that shied away from CW simply because
they could not feel comfortable with the motions of a straight key.
Keyers come in all shapes, sizes and flavors. The most common reason to
own a particular keyer model today would be for its advanced features. All of
them send good automated code, but many now have multiple line memory for
sending your favorite "macro" as Stan, K4SBZ, mentioned is his article. Many
contest enthusiasts fill their memory lines with canned signal reports, greetings
and whatever else will speed up the process. Some keyers have CW decoding
as well.
And finally, the best station accessory is the one you build yourself... how
many people can say they have built their own "robot?" There are many
electronic schematics online to choose from, many requiring PC programming
peripherals and microcontrollers - but really, it doesn't have to be that
complicated (just a little complicated) I invite you to read the next section
where I attempt and succeed in making my own - which uses commonly
available parts and fits in a mint tin. (which makes it Minty Kool, with a “K”)
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Weekend Radio

Projects You Can Build by Mike Maynard, K4ICY

The Minty Kool Keyer - The K4ICY 3-IC Mode-B Iambic Keyer Using Discrete Logic.. That Fits In a Mint Tin!
What could go better with the Single-Lever Paddle I built last month than a Keyer to make it even better? An electronic keyer is a
useful tool in the CW operator's kit because not all rigs, especially older ones and QRP kits, come equipped with one. The art of SideSwiping and "pounding brass" with a straight key has its place, but sometimes it’s nice to save your 'fist' or even send faster if you wish
by using a dual-lever paddle with automatic keying.
It’s true that commercially available keyers come as
simple kits or encoded on tiny chips for only a just few
bucks, but to get one of those you still have to order
online or travel to a ham fest, and once you set up your
brand-X keyer, there’s often some tricky menu
navigation or programming involved. What if keying
was all you needed - why not just build your own using
easy to obtain parts?
I know many hams, since keyers became a reality
in the 1940’s, have come up with cleaver schemes for
automatically producing clean and evenly spaced Morse
code, each employing various implementations from
transistors to microcomputers, so could this ham have
equal success? I scoured the internet looking for an
easy circuit to build and even tried designing variations
of my own on paper - with no success - which would
have used 555 timers and 4017 decade counters. I
thought of using an Arduino or maybe programming
some kind of stand-alone chip. I knew what I wanted
The Finished Minty Kool Keyer and Depot Key Ready for CW Play
my circuit to do: it needed to make evenly and properlyspaced "dits" and "dahs" that could be sent in an "iambic" pattern (toggling them back and forth) if both paddles were squeezed. It
needed to obviously control my rig's key input too. So what type of circuit should a builder like myself consider?
When I was a kid, integrated circuits (ICs) containing standard "discrete" logic building-blocks were the rage. Logic, you know, is
the language of computers – “1’s” and “0’s.” My dad's generation embraced transistors but the basic electronics we learned up through
the 1980’s were based on these primary components and practical arrangements. Kids these days, and I mean kids, are using fancier
computer-like devices such as Arduinos and "shields" in their classrooms. They are bypassing basic electronics training and focusing
more on programming and automation skills.
So what device should a builder consider? Discrete logic and transistor components? A Microcontroller which would be a simple IC
chip or development board I could just plug power up to? I've seen a ham online "make an iambic keyer in five minutes" using an
Arduino which is a credit card sized "Microcomputer." Is there such thing as overkill, or perhaps would using discrete components be
too complex? To answer this, Ben Heckendorn of Element14’s The Ben Heck Show has a recent YouTube special on "Which Brain
is Best for Your Project.” just go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znUUhnLPGAk to check it out! In fact, check out his other
great videos!
I saw schemes online that were quite complex indeed. Some used demultiplexers and shift registers and others used a sea of
logic, so let’s just say I was not encouraged. Then I found it - a "Simple Keyer" design that was too easy-looking to be true. Oh
Hoekstra, PA2OHH, from the Netherlands has posted his version at: http://www.qsl.net/pa2ohh/iambic.htm His is one of a few
variations I've found of an original circuit crafted by a ham called HB9ABO, on page 70 of Ham Radio Magazine back in January 1979.
I was not able to find a copy to compare, but PA2OHH has made a few improvements so I started with his schematic.
The baton of progress never ceases to be passed in ham radio, and any circuit seems to be free game for other hams to improve
upon. Unabashed, I decided to "procure" the HB9ABO design for myself. Immediately, I ran into problems, so I added a few of my
tweaks to improve stability and performance. Building and improving the circuit on my prototype breadboard took a good week, but
eventually it all came together. I chose to go with this circuit for my keyer which uses discrete logic components – parts invented in the
lat 60’s and early 70’s. It's not an easy circuit to follow at first, but is very clever and ingenious in its simplicity.
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The standard Morse code spacing is based on one mark for "dits" and three for "dahs" with a single space in between. The core of
this circuit, developed by HB9ABO makes code beautifully - but not perfectly. Weighting, as discussed in the last article, is not quite 1:1
but close enough for your ears. You can't set weighting which some hams require, but that is a small sacrifice for this kind of simplicity.
If you're one to gloss over technical babble then skip to the end of this article, but I'll try to describe this circuit here in detail:
Circuit Description: Let’s take a look at the schematic. [NEXT PAGE] This is the largest circuit I've ever presented in Weekend
Radio and takes a little experience on the builder's part, so I would consider this at least an "intermediate" level in project complexity.
It's okay not to have this figured out right away - it took me a few days to understand it, but it's "beauty through simplicity" becomes
evident with some careful logic-path study. Parts all together should be inexpensive ($15) since the ICs are around $1.50 each.
The heart of this keyer is the Logic Oscillator
which uses a NAND Gate Astable Multivibrator – to
learn more please visit: http://www.electronicstutorials.ws/sequential/seq_3.html U1a; is a NAND
logic gate - more specifically, this is one of four a
"4011" CMOS NAND gates. The "4000" series
integrated circuits are more forgiving as far as
voltage and current use goes, accepting anywhere
from +5 to +15 volts, more or less depending on
the type. This NAND gate acts as a traffic cop.
When the input pin 2 receives a "high" signal (a
binary "1",) which is a more positive voltage and is
close or exactly in value to the power source value,
and also if U1a also receives a high signal on pin 1,
pin 3, the output will yield a "low" signal (a binary
"0") which has no or very low voltage in respect to
the power source. As this is a NAND gate, if either
of the inputs are low then the output will always be
high – please reference the Truth Table. D1
through D7 are just "steering" diodes, meaning that
current can only pass one way.
In this
The Keyer Circuitry Being Tested on Prototyping Bread-Board
configuration they only will allow high signals to
pass through their routes. You'll notice that U1a's
pin 2 is connected to ground via R8, a 100k. What this does is allow pin 2 to "see" a more low signal if there's no voltage coming
through any of the steering diodes. So in effect, pin 2 is always low until one of the five routes presents a “high” signal. C5 bypasses
any unwanted AC, or actually, any abrupt changes to U1a's pin 2 due to "bouncing" from the paddle contacts. It also helps prevent any
of your rig's RF from influencing the oscillator.
U1b is a NAND gate that has had its inputs tied together, therefore, any high on the inputs will
output a low and vice versa, which makes this an inverter or "not" gate. Its common practice to use a
leftover gate on an IC in this configuration as a freebie inverter where needed. U1a's pin 4 and U1b's
pin 4 are linked together via a resistor/capacitor (RC) timing network in a type of Colpitts oscillator
configuration. Since pin 4 is in at an opposite state from pin 3, when one side has a voltage potential
(source,) the other has more of a ground potential (sink.) Positive voltage will travel through R10 and
R11 charging C6 at an exact rate and when C6 is more fully charged and taking in less voltage, pin 1
of U1a will, at its threshold, "see" a high at pin 1. Given that pin 2 is high, pin 3 will go high, pin 4 of
U1b will go low and C6 will then discharge through R9. R9 at 100k is much less resistance than
R10+R11 so the discharging of C6 will maintain a high signal for a certain length of time. Because of
the high-to-low or low-to-high threshold difference, called "hysteresis" the resulting signal on pin 3 of
U1a and pin 4 (opposite state of pin 4) of U1b is a nearly perfect square wave. In this circuit, adjusting R10 should produce code
elements in the range of 10 to 60 wpm, perfect for most hams.
What happens to this perfect square wave signal? U1d is the lifeguard on a killer slide at a water park, so to speak. The guard
allows each patron a specific instance to proceed so that each one makes it safely to the bottom with good timing. Pin 11 or U1d is
essentially the output signal source of the entire circuit, so keep this one in mind. If pin 10, the output of U1c sits at any state for
throughout time, when pin 12 of U1d receives the oscillator's "clock" signal, once checked against pin 13, pin 11 will either match or
oppose the clock. The result, if continued, will be a series of "dits," alternating single units for marks and spaces at the output. U11's
signal is ultimately routed through R13 to activate the two MOSFET solid-state switches (2N7000) which will complete the key circuit on
your rig sending Morse code. More on U1c's role in a bit…
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Well, let’s step back a bit. To tell U1a to allow for oscillation, otherwise it will stand still in waiting, we have to get a positive voltage
signal through D1 and/or D2 – the paddle inputs. With either a dual-paddle or single-paddle keyer connected to J1, Q1 and/or Q2, any
standard PNP transistor (you garden variety 2N3906,) will go into full saturation, shunting positive current through the emitter/base
junction and through R3 (or R5) 56k resistors to ground via your key's contacts. Since it’s standard practice to wire keys with the
common tied to ground, to get a high signal for our circuit to represent when a paddle is making contact, the PNP switch circuits
essentially invert the key's ground potential. R2 and R6 allow the transistors to be completely "shut off" when not in use, and C3/C4
help to both "debounce" the key contacts as they may often make multiple mini-contacts as eventual closure is made at the microscopic
level. Bouncing would introduce extra signals to the logic. The capacitors also help shunt away RF introduced by the rig.
Since Q1 and Q2 only produce positive potentials at their collectors, R4 and R7 provide a "low" for
the logic to see when the transistors are not active. So how do we get the "Dah's" and "iambic" action
that keyers make? Now we introduce another common piece of discrete logic called Flip Flops. See
this YouTube video for more detail: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bN02shtPWuI
More
specifically, we’re using each of two "J/K" RS Flip Flop contained in the 4027 package and they have a
specific functionality. This Flip Flop has two outputs; "Q" and "Not-Q" (A "Not" is often shown a line
above a letter signifying an inversion.) Q is the output and Not-Q is always at an opposite state of Q.
There are also master "Set" and "Reset" control inputs that can override the condition of the Flip Flop,
but here, they are always tied to ground (or kept low.) Here's how it works; the "J" and "K" inputs
(initials named after the inventor) determine what the Q and subsequently Not-Q outputs are ONLY
once a "Positive Edge-Trigger" has been signaled at the Clock input (“CLK” at U3b pin 13) In other
words, the Flip Flop will only change state at Q when the input at CLK transitions from low to high.
Nothing will happen when it goes from high to low. This can be a very useful feature in logic circuity.
Take a look at the Truth Table: When J is low and K is also low, then on a positive edge-trigger of the clock, nothing will happen to
the current state of Q - it will just stay put with no change. The following looks straight forward if you think about it: If J is high and K is
low, then at a clock signal Q will be high... obviously matching the input "J" to its left on the schematic diagram. When J is high and K is
low, then Q is low (Not-Q) being the same as K. Seems redundant at first glance, but it does mean at least J and K, if made high and
low respectively, or in the reverse arrangement, then the output at Q can be made high or low to reflect the choice. Finally, we call into
play, the special feature of the Flip Flop, and that is, if we apply a high signal to BOTH J and K, whenever a positive-edge clock signal
is applied, Q and Not-Q will swap states - or toggle!
Let's take a look at U3b. Pins 10 and 11 are tied to the paddle inputs and work independently representing any condition when one
of the paddles on your key makes contact. We can use this information to tell the Not-Q or U3b, pin 14, to change states based on
whether just the "dit" paddle is in contact (low) or the "dah" paddle is in contact (high.) The Flip Flop is at the same time told to change
to the appropriate state because of a new clock signal sent from pin 11 of U1d which is itself initiated by the key signals to the oscillator.
With both paddles contacting, causing the J and K inputs to go high, a constant clock signal will cause the Flip Flop U3b to switch NotQ back and forth between high and low... Ah ha - iambic action!
"Iambic" you say? We've got "dits" so what about the "dahs?" Now let's visit U3a,
the other Flip Flop contained in the 4027 package. Its job is to help make the "dahs."
First it receives a clock signal (at U3a pin 3) from the oscillator that is always inverted
from the signal at U1d pin 12. Its "K" input is always kept at high, and the "J" input
sample the Not-Q of U3b which means that Not-Q on U3a will either always sit at high
when the "Dah" paddle is NOT pressed (U3b Not-Q is low) or will toggle whatever NotQ's state is, as the clock signals trigger the Flip Flop. Notice the components around
U3a's pin 3: because Flip Flops can be very sensitive to voltage fluctuations and stray
RF, the oscillator can cause U3a to act erratically if directly connected. So C7 and R12
serve to "decouple" the oscillator from the clock of U3a. Also C8 allows for some
stabilization and elimination of RF at the clock. C9 does the same at U3b.
What do we do with U3a's Not-Q signal (pin 2?) The NAND gate U1c polls both
U3b's Not-Q (pin 14) and U3a's Not-Q (pin 2) and sends a result control signal to the
NAND U1d's pin 13. If only the "dit" paddle is active, then U3b's Not-Q is low which
means that U1c NAND will stay at a high output on its pin 10 because one of its input are
low. Consequently that means U1d will either have a "high, high" or "low, high" allowing
The Perforation-Board Populated
it to match the oscillator clock with "dits" for an output. With U3b's Not-Q staying low
U3a's Not-Q output will always remain at a high state, meaning that U1c NAND would never have that "high, high" input required to
change its output to low. So there we have "dits" explained.
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So say the Not-Q of U3b is now at high because the "dah" paddle is contacted (and the "dit" paddle is not.) Then the inputs of U1c
are now "high, high." Shouldn't that cause a low signal to be sent to pin 13 of U1d? Well, on the same clock instance, U3a Flip Flop
has highs at both J and K and its Not-Q will toggle; sending a low. The states on the inputs of U1c are now reversed, but that really
doesn't mean much on the first clock pulse. The Morse "Dah" by standard is three times the length of a "dit." If we look at this one from
a “logic” perspective, a "Dah" would be sent sequentially as "1110." To contrast, two "Dits" in succession would be "1010." Ah. So if
the second mark was kept high and all four steps were allowed to be produced, we would have a perfect Morse "Dah" element at the
output of the keyer. Consequently, U3a has become a "divide by 2" logic component when the "Dah" signal (U3b Not-Q) is active, so
for every two clock signals of the oscillator applied to U3a, a single clock signal is outputted at Not-Q at half the speed.
Once applied through U1c to U1d, taking into consideration the timing of the oscillator we are now mixing the "1010" of the
oscillator clock with the "1100" of the Flip Flop to produce a "1110." If you take a look at the Truth Table for the NAND gate you may
now recognize a pattern: “0,0 – 1 / 0,1 – 1 / 1,0 – 1 / and 1,1 = 0”. Now regardless of whether or not the "dah" paddle line was
tapped or held down, the keyer will continue to produce clock pulses until the "dah" element is completed. This does this by simply
routing the high signal of the output of U1d (pin 11) back to U1a via D7. So there's our "Dah!" I know this is all sounds really
complicated but after some close study of the schematic, you too might appreciate its simplicity.
We can make "dits" now and we can make "dahs" too, so how do we alternate
them to form an "iambic" sequence? With both the "dit" and "dah" contacts active, the J
and K inputs of U3b Flip Flop (pin 10 and 11) are now in Toggle mode. Not-Q at pin 14
will only change states on a positive edge trigger of U1d's output. So if U3b's Not-Q
represents when a "dah" is to be produced, switching it off and on with each clock
trigger will form "dits" then "dahs" and on and on... iambic action! By the way, since the
clock trigger at U3b pin 13 is essentially the output of the keyer, the iambic toggling will
only occur AFTER a whole element has completed its sequence and the next one is
just beginning.
So we just discussed the core circuit created by HB9ABO. Let's talk about the
K4ICY contribution: You can build the above circuit just fine without the U2 NAND gate
and associated four diodes, D3-6. It will work just fine, but you will be enjoying code
sending operation in what is called "Curtis A" mode. Each time you contact a paddle
the particular element called for will be produced, but if you want the next element to fall
into place, say a “dit” immediately following a “dah” to make a "dahdit," if your "dit"
paddle is contacted to soon before the "dah" is completed by the keyer, you may miss
the “dit.” So most hams find that using Mode A causes too many incomplete characters
or missing elements, which is why Mode B is more popular. Now in true "Curtis B"
Traces Made From Blob-Bridges of Solder
mode, which is incorrectly named and should actually be credited to WB4VVF’s “AccuKeyer,” an element is always added to the end of your string of iambic elements that is opposite of the first element you contacted, such
as "dih-dah-dit," or "dah-dih-dah." (please visit: http://www.palm-radio.de/pdf/IambicPaddleModeAorBfunction-1.pdf for a more concise
description.)
Though convenient, this can get tricky. Most modern keyers, whether on chip or featured on a rig, uses a more simplified form
simple known just as "Mode B." In the simplified Mode B, the keyer simply polls the opposite paddle of the one the keyer is in the
middle of producing an element for basically to see if something is being asked for while it’s busy. It then inserts the opposite element
after the current one is done - or just a basic memory latch. I was really not happy with the Mode A keying the 2-IC version of this
circuit produced so I added an extra NAND gate and a few steering diodes. I simply poll the outputs of the U3b Flip Flop and the
incoming paddle contacts. With the U2b NAND, if pin 5 sees a high on the Q of U3b Flip Flop and pin 6 sees that the "Dah" paddle is
active, then it goes low at the U2b pin 4 output which is inverted by U2a. This means that if the Flip Flop is commanding "dits" and a
"dah" is asked for, then pin 3 of U2a is high. This high signal is sent to the oscillator clock to keep it going until its associated counter
element is completed. The high signal also keeps a high on the "dah" line of the Flip Flop so that the circuit essentially latches and all
you have to do is quickly tap the "dah" paddle to ask for a "dah" to be made after the keyer is finished making a "dit." This is essentially
a “bit” of memory. U2c and U2d together do the same thing except for opposite conditions. With the addition of this feature, this
"simple" keyer is now on par with the basic function of commercial keyers!
Finally, notice the configuration of the two 2N7000 MOSFETS on the keyer’s output; they both have their Gates attached to the
output line and the rig’s key line connects to the Drain of each MOSFET. A high from the output (pin 11) of U1d will cause the
MOSFETS to pass current from their Drain pins to their Source pins at ground potential. How can a DC signal pass in both directions
through a MOSFET, doesn’t it act as a rectifier? Well, often not shown in the schematic is a bypass diode built in which shunts
backwards flowing current from the Source pin to the Drain pin. This helps protect the MOSFET from transient reverse currents that
would quickly destroy it. We use this feature here to allow a path for the rig's key circuit to complete.
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There are a few added advantages from using MOSFETS in this configuration over Bi-polar Junction (standard) transistors or
relays. Since the Gates of the MOSFETS are more voltage driven, the current needed to pass current through the Drain to Source is
extremely minimal. There is better RF immunity here as there is a nearly direct path through the MOSFETS. These MOSFETS are
cheap and common to source, you can find them used in many QRP kits and they can handle up to 60 volts! And finally, polarity is not
an issue as it would be with a transistor, so if your radio keys some kind of AC waveform to activate its transmitter circuit then this
should be able to pass it through.
All that's remaining in this circuit are a few little components to deal with the power source. Since the CMOS logic components can
typically handle anything from +5 to +15 volts, and sometimes more or less depending on the type, you can derive a power source from
USB, a nine-volt battery or even your 13.8 volt ham shack power supply. R1, a 100 ohm resistor, helps to mitigate any voltage spikes
that may be present on the line. You should also consider adding a diode such as a 1N4001 to "goof proof" the polarity. Just one
reversely connected battery will instantly send your CMOS IC's to Heaven. C1 is an electrolytic capacitor that will handle any additional
broad voltage swings and C2 will help keep stray RF from affecting the CMOS ICs. As a note, C6 in the oscillator should probably be a
nicer film-type mica or polyester capacitor or "NPO" type if a ceramic type has to be used as capacitance drift may cause performance
issues with the oscillator due to leakage. Keep the lead length short between R9 and U1a pin 1 so that RF is less likely to be
introduced into the oscillator via the NAND gate.
Thoughts on Construction: If you are new to working with logic you may
wish to first build this circuit on a temporary plug-in prototyping bread board. In
fact I would suggest doing that anyways. There are often performance
variations in components especially between manufacturers and types and
even between different model spec variations of the same CMOS logic. The
easiest way to permanently construct this keyer may be use the "dead bug" or
Manhattan style on copper clad board. This will provide a lot of RF immunity as
well as allowing you to space out the components as comfortable as you wish.
I populated my circuit on a through-hole prototyping perf-board with very
minimal spacing. I have my own preferred method that uses solder blob
bridges on the bottom with thin-wire jumpers across the top. Parts are often
logically arranged, but I put no thought into where everything goes at first making it up as I go along. Sometimes it's good to just worry about ground
Housed In The Homebrewer’s Choice
connections all meeting on the solder side first. Just remember to leave some
holes for the pin-outs on the ICs. My "housing" solution was to mount the
board, batteries and phone-plug connectors in an Altoids® mint tin - the choice of QRP homebrewers! If the final board is no larger
than 2” x 2” it will fit. And since I have experience doing this, I advise the rest of you to consider just building the board first and then
finding a good container.
Using a metal container is preferred to combat RF, but that still doesn't mean that RF from an imperfect antenna system isn't going
to wreak havoc on your keyer or worse, cause damage to the components. There are other solutions that can be employed such as
key-line isolation or grounding and shielding with toroids but this is out of the scope of this lessen, so let’s chalk up RF mitigation to the
trials of homebrewing. As you might be able to see in the pic, I layer down a padding of electrical tape on the bottom to keep the board
traces from contacting the metal surface. I usually place the nine-volt on one side and the connectors on the other, and in this case I
have left space available for a mini-panel-mount potentiometer, which I'll have to special order. For now I have a miniature 1M pot
mounted to the board which I have to set with a screwdriver.
Other things to mention: The power consumption on this keyer is LOW! No, really! When in use, the keyer will only draw 0.5
miliamps, and when not in use does not even register on my multimeter! Using MOSFETS on the output helps since they are voltagecontrolled devices and the CMOS ICs, according to their specs, only draws a mere 50 nanowatts each. If you were supplying LED’s
the current would jump drastically but so I suggest not anything else fancy to it and if you're using a nine-volt battery, use a "heavy duty"
type meant for low-drain devices. You should not have to install a power switch and it should last a year for sure. An Alkaline battery
will probably leak if left in with that little of current being drained. When handling the components, take necessary precautions as the
CMOS ICs and MOSFETs are extremely sensitive to static discharge and reverse polarity.
So there are 1-chip keyers out there to be had for a few bucks, why not just use one of those in your QRP rig? That's obvious to
many hams! If you're going to homebrew your own QRP rig or build one from a kit, then why not homebrew your own accessories.
How many hams can say that they built a functional Mode B iambic keyer from off-the-shelf components that just so happens to fit in an
Altoids® mint tin? BOOM! A Minty Kool Keyer. It's a 'work in progress' and I still have testing to do on different rigs, but at least I know
I don't have to rely on one ordered online existing only as a program on some mystery chip. …Build this if you dare!

73! Mike Maynard, K4ICY k4icy@arrl.net
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Ham Happenings

On-Air Events • Contests • QSO Parties • DX

Contest and QSO Parties
01
06
07
07
07
07
07
08
08
09
11
14
14
14
15
21
27

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

0000Z - 0400Z
0230Z - 0300Z
0000Z – 2400Z, Feb 8
0001Z - 2359Z, Feb 8
1400Z - 2400Z
1600Z - 0400Z, Feb 8
0000Z - 2359Z, Feb 8
0000Z - 0400Z
1400Z - 0800Z, Feb 9
1300Z - 2359Z, Feb 13
0130Z - 0330Z
1600Z - 2200Z, Feb 15
1700Z - 2100Z
0000Z - 2400Z, Feb 15
0200Z - 0400Z
0000Z - 2400Z, Feb 22
2200Z - 2200Z, Mar 1

28 Feb 1800Z - 0559Z, Mar 13

North American SSB Sprint
NCCC Sprint Ladder, CW (also 13, 20)

Vermont QSO Party
10-10 Int. Winter Contest, SSB
Minnesota QSO Party
British Columbia QSO Party
YL-ISSB QSO Party, CW
North American Sprint, CW
Classic Exchange, Phone
ARRL School Club Round Up
NAQcc CW Sprint
New Hampshire QSO Party
FISTS Winter Unlimited Sprint
CQ WW RTTY WPX
Run for the Bacon
ARRL Inter. DX Contest, CW
CQ 160-Meter Contest, SSB
North American QSO Party, RTTY

http://ssbsprint.com/rule
http://www.ncccsprint.com/rules.html
http://www.ranv.org/vtqso.html
http://www.ten-ten.org/index.php/activity/2013-07-22-20-26-48/qso-party-rules

http://www.w0aa.org/docs/mnqp/MNQP%20Contest%20Rules.pdf
http://www.orcadxcc.org/bcqp_rules.html
http://www.ylsystem.org/qsoparty/qsodates.htm
http://ncj.arrl.org/Sprint-Rules.pdf
http://www.classicexchange.org/jan15ann.html
http://www.arrl.org/school-club-roundup
http://naqcc.info/sprint20153.html
http://www.w1wqm.org/nhqso/NEW_HAMPSHIRE_QSO_PARTY_RULES.pdf

http://www.fists.org/operating.html#sprints
http://www.cqwpxrtty.com/rules.htm
http://fpqrp.org/pigrun
http://www.arrl.org/arrl-dx
http://www.cq160.com/rules.htm

http://www.ncjweb.com/naqprules.php

Z= UTC; L-local – Contests and QSO Parties Source QST & WA7BMW
DX
From

To

Prefix

Call

01-Nov
01-Dec
01-Jan
08-Jan
10-Jan
11-Jan
17-Jan
20-Jan
22-Jan
27-Jan
29-Jan
01-Feb
01-Feb
01-Feb
02-Feb
02-Feb
02-Feb
04-Feb
06-Feb
06-Feb
06-Feb
06-Feb
08-Feb
09-Feb
09-Feb
11-Feb
11-Feb
13-Feb
13-Feb

31-Mar
28-Feb
???
11-Feb
05-Feb
03-Feb
12-Feb
01-Mar
17-Feb
03-Feb
16-Feb
28-Feb
28-Feb
30-Apr
31-Mar
02-Feb
06-Mar
05-Feb
08-Feb
13-Feb
08-Feb
06-Feb
09-Feb
24-Feb
20-Feb
16-Feb
14-Feb
14-Feb
16-Feb

KC4
RI1ANR
KC4
DP1POL
ZS
ZS90SARL
KB4FB in Southeast Asia
6W
6W7SK
HH
HH5/KC0W
S7
S79AC (AF-024)
V4
V47JA
TG
TG9/VE7BV
J6
J6/SP7TF, J6/SP7VC (NA-108)
KP1
**K1N (Navassa NA-098) Approx dates
A4
A43HI (AS-010)
F
TM60TAAF
H4
H44MS
PJ2
PJ2/DH6TJ
PJ2
PJ2/W7AUM (SA-099)
ZD8
ZD8D
J8
J8/SP7TF J8/SP7VC (NA-109)
J3
J3/SP7TF J3/SP7VC
KG4
**KG4AS KG4HI KG4RQ KG4YL
PA
PA70OV
ZF
ZF2UM (NA-016)
J8
J8/SP7TF J8/SP7VC (NA-025)
C6A
C6AKQ C6ARU C6AUM (NA-080)
V5
V5/DC8QT V5/DD8ZX V5/DJ9KM
GJ
MJ5RIC
KH0
AH0KT
FM
FM/SP7TF FM/SP7VC (NA-107)
PA
PC2D (EU-038)

From

To

Prefix

Call

14-Feb
14-Feb
14-Feb
15-Feb
16-Feb
16-Feb
16-Feb
16-Feb
16-Feb
17-Feb
18-Feb

15-Feb
28-Feb
15-Feb
24-Feb
08-Mar
24-Feb
22-Feb
24-Feb
20-Feb
25-Feb
25-Feb

I
PJ4
V5
FO
5Z
C6A
TI9
V6

18-Feb
18-Feb
18-Feb
20-Feb
20-Feb
20-Feb
21-Feb
21-Feb
21-Feb
21-Feb
21-Feb
21-Feb
21-Feb
25-Feb
26-Feb
27-Feb
28-Feb

25-Feb
16-Mar
23-Feb
23-Feb
08-Mar
23-Feb
22-Feb
28-Feb
23-Feb
22-Feb
22-Feb
22-Feb
22-Feb
26-Feb
10-Mar
01-Mar
28-Feb

PJ7
PJ7
VP5
C6A
CE0Z
PY
3W
7Q
CX
HI
PJ4
V2
VP5
5T
FP
HP
W

IZ0PMV/IA5 (EU-028)
by N0VD
V55V
FO/K8PGJ
5Z4/DF3FS 5Z4/DL9OLI
C6AWW (NA-080)
TI9/3Z9DX
V63MJ
VP2V/N4STG/MM
HR5/AA4NC
JW/DF8DX JW/DJ4MF
JW/DL2JRM JW/DL2NUD
PJ7/WJ2O
PJ7AA

HR
JW

VP5/AC0W VP5/K0MD VP5/K0PC (NA-002)

C6AWW
**3G0ZC by F6KOP team
PR5P (SA-027)
3W3B
7Q7GIA
CV5A (SA-030)
HI3K
PJ4X
V26M
VP5S
5T0ITU
FP/KV1J
NA-072
KG4JSZ (NA-034)

DX sources - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX Zone

Submitted by Gerry Gross, WA6POZ WA6POZ@arrl.net (TARS President)
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Minutes

on record for the preceding TARS business meeting – January 8th 2015

Submitted by Larry Pushor, KI4MAJ
President Gerry Gross, WA5POZ, opened the meeting at 7:00 PM, welcoming all who came to the meeting.
Program: Vice President Phil (Chief) Fusilier, KA5USN, introduced the two guest speakers for the evening: Wayne Bryan and Allen
Seacreast, P.E. Both men work for the City of Tallahassee. Wayne is the Signal System Engineer for the city and Allen is the city’s
Mobility Engineer. They covered information on traffic signal operations, cameras on the streets and freeways, traffic signage, traffic
calming and the red light camera program at the different intersections in the city.
Break and 50/50
New Members: The following individuals were approved for TARS membership: Sean Flanagan, KM4GKO, and Robert Raiding,
KM4GKP, and Skip Kish, K4WSK.
Minutes and Treasurer’s report: The minutes of the November meeting were approved as in the newsletter. The Holiday Party at
the Capital City Country Club was in lieu of the December meeting. Treasurer Norm Scholer, K4GFD, went over the Treasurer’s report
and it was approved.
Repeaters report: Randy Pierce, AG4UU, reported that 147.03 is working well. 442.100 will be coming up in the not too distant future.
The 146.91 situated at Blairstone and St. Augustine is back on the air as is the 444.8 which is centralized here in the city.
Training: No report. Gerry was not aware of any education sessions coming up soon.
Testing: Alan Terrell, N4KGT, reported that testing will take place on February 3 at 7:00 pm at the Red Cross HQ at 1115 Easterwood
Drive near Tom Brown Park. For anyone interested, the Thomasville club will have testing on February 17 at 10:00 am at the County
EOC.
Business: Gerry gave a talked about the equipment which was retrieved out of the old TARS vehicle. It was uncertain whether the
items were in working order. We do know the equipment is old and obsolete. He wants to take it to the Orlando Ham Fest and sell it
‘as is’. A few pieces of equipment will be retained. David Miner, W4SKG, moved that the equipment. be taken to the next Orlando
Ham Fest and be sold ‘as is’. Chief seconded the motion. The motion passed. The tower is still on the truck, but the motor may or
may not be working.
New Business:
• The club received a notice of a copyright violation. A cartoon sourced from the internet had been used for an article. Gerry went
ahead and paid the bill of $98 plus. Gerry just asked that authors submitting articles be careful. • The Tallahassee Marathon is coming
up on Sunday, February 8. John Pantoja, KM4FAM, volunteered to take the lead on the event. Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, who has taken
the lead before will provide assistance. About 12 volunteers will be needed. The run starts at 7:30 am. • The Mag-Lab Open House
will take place on February 21 from 8;00 am to 3:00 pm. Members showed up for this event last year and the club obtained a lot of
publicity. There will be no lead person; just show up. • 2015 Field Day: Gerry stated that we need to start looking for a coordinator for
the event. Individuals do different parts of the event but a coordinator is needed to tie it all together.
Looking at a budget for next year, Gerry noted we will take in about $1600 in dues and $1000 in miscellaneous fund raisers and
donations. Anticipated expenses include the Wakulla repeater, Field Day in June, and any incidental expenses we may have related to
our repeaters. There would really not be a lot of expenses. By way of giving something back to members, he suggested we take $200
to $300 to buy door prizes for the holiday party.
Gerry is looking for another special event we could have. On August 15 and 16, 2015 there is an International Lighthouse weekend.
There is a privately managed lighthouse at Crooked River in Carrabelle with a nice pavilion we could use. That weekend at the
lighthouse is not yet taken. Chief moved that we proceed with a special event at the Carrabelle Lighthouse on August 15-16. Stan
seconded the motion. No vote was taken at this time.
The Wakulla Sportsman Radio Club has not been able to make a payment to TARS for the repeater for which we share electricity
expenses for the last four months. The cost of electricity there is about $38 per month. Alternative solutions: we could move the
repeater to another site which would have no expenses or TARS could assume the monthly expense. However, we don’t need that
repeater and we don’t use it. Gerry will continue working on it with SPARC and bring that topic back to another meeting. Randy said
he would pursue what it would take to relocate that repeater.
Nick Adams, W4EAF, noted that December was National Weather Service Month but our weather station did not participate in this
event. He suggested we put this annual event on our calendar.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:57
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TARS Treasurer’s Report

for January 2014

Submitted by Norm Scholer, K4GFD – TARS Treasurer

Beginning Balances – Dec. 17, 2014

January

YEAR-to-DATE

Checking Account:
Savings Account:
Total:

$ 2,087.85
$ 2,092.15
$ 4,180.00

$ 2,087.85
$ 2,092.15
$ 4,180.00

$
$

438.00
523.11

$
$

$ 420.00
$ 18.00
$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 438.09

$
$
$
$

Members renewed or joined since last report.
•
•

No New Memberships Paid
No New Student Memberships

Summary of Month’s Activities:
Total Receipts:
Total Expenses:

438.09
523.11

Receipts Derived From:
Member Dues:
50/50 Raffle:
Member Donations:
Misc.:
Total:

420.00
18.00
0.00
0.00
$ 438.09

The updated Unaudited Financial Summary for
TARS with detailed expenses
is available at K4TLH.net
Includes the total 2014 calendar year.

(inc. + savings interest)

Expenditures:
Talquin Electric:
PO Box Rental:
Annual Corp Renewal:
Liability Insurance:
Misc.:

$ 35.16
$ 128.00
$ 61.25
$ 200.00
$ 98.70

Outstanding Expenses:

NONE

Electricity for Wakulla County Repeater Site

To Savings
NONE

Ending Balances – Jan. 17, 2014
Checking Account:
Savings Account:
Total:

$ 2,332.37
$ 2,092.33
$ 4,424.70

TARS Officers
Gerry Gross, WA6POZ
President
WA6POZ@arrl.net

Phil “Chief” Fusilier, KA5USN
Vice President

ka5usn@hotmail.com

Brady Lyon, KJ4YSP
Secretary
brady.lyon@gmail.com

Norm Scholer, K4GFD
Treasurer
k4gfd@tds.net

Please consider volunteering for one of the many committee positions and lend a hand in the many TARS radio events.
TARS appreciates your support!
TARS Committees:
Repeater Trustee #1: Randy Pierce, AG4UU
Assistant: Doug Ferrell, KD4MOJ
Repeater Trustee #2: Vacant
K4TLH Callsign Trustee: David Miner, W4SKG

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Equipment Manager: Steve Welsh, AD4E
Education: Phil Ashler, N4IPH
Testing Coordinator: Alan Terrell, N4KGT
Events Director: “Chief”, KA5USN

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

Public Information Officer: Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ
• Webmaster: Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ
• FaceBook: Stan, K4SBZ / Mike, K4ICY /…
• Newsletter Editor: Mike Maynard, K4ICY
k4icy@arrl.net
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Regional Nets
TARS News & Information Net
North Florida Amateur Radio
EmComm Net
Capital District
EmComm Training Net
Capital District ARES Net
Leon County ARES Net
Florida Phone Traffic Net
Florida Midday Traffic Net
North Florida Phone Net
North Florida Digital Net
TARC Thursday Night Net
TARC Kid’s Net
North Florida 6M SSB Net
Morse Code Practice Net
(Informal / Open) 5-15 WPM

Morning Drive-Time Net
(Informal with KA5USN)

Southwest Georgia HF
Weather Net
Southwest Georgia ARES Net
SKYWARN Net

Thursday • 8 PM EST (not 1st Thrs.)
Daily • 9:00 AM EST
except Sunday

147.030 MHz, K4TLH + 600, 94.8

Sunday • 7:30 PM EST

147.030 MHz, K4TLH + 600, 94.8

Sunday • 8 PM EST
Tuesday • 8 PM EST
Daily • 6:55 AM EST
Daily • Noon EST
Daily • 7:30 PM EST
Sunday • 7 PM EST
Thursday • 8 PM EST
Tuesday • 8 PM EST
Sunday • 8:30 PM EST
Wednesday
8:30 – 9:30 PM EST
Mon-Fri
7:30 – 9:00 AM EST
Third Thursday
7:30 PM EST (or after GA SSB Net)
Thursday • 9 PM EST
First Sunday • 7:30 PM EST

3950 kHz

147.030 MHz, K4TLH
147.030 MHz, K4TLH
3940 kHz
7242 kHz
3950 kHz
3590 kHz PSK-31 Mode
147.195 MHz, + 600, 141.3
145.170 MHz, + 600, 141.3
50.150 MHz
28.114 MHz CW Mode
147.030 MHz, K4TLH
WX4TAE, 3975 kHz (+/-)
145.170 MHz, + 600, 141.3
WX4TAE, 3810 kHz (+/-)
th

• Have any corrections or additions? Contact Mike, K4ICY: k4icy@arrl.net prior to the 20 of the month.

Morse Code Practice Net

Wednesdays - 8:30 pm / 28.114 Mhz CW

Hey You! – New Guy

We’re Not Here To Judge…

Take a Deep Breath; Grab the Paddles and Tune-In Wednesday Nights at 8:30 on 28.114 CW
The Morse Code Practice Net is an informal gathering, open to all - especially beginners. Catch us Wednesday nights at 8:30
P.M. on 28.114 MHz in the 10-meter band. ‘SLOW CW’ operators are welcome (5-15 WPM) and either Art, W1FJI, or Mike, K4ICY, will
be monitoring. The floor is open and informal so just send your call – no matter how slow! Feel free to try a paddle, bug, straight key,
side-swiper (Cootie,) even two wires and a paperclip... (it's been done) or whatever it takes to get on. While you’re on, learn a thing or
two about how to send bad code really “GUD”! HI HI… Also: Check out http://LCWO.net! You won’t regret it. CUL, GL ES 73! (See
You Later, Good Luck and Best Regards!)
•
•
•

•

•

The Frequency: 28.114 CW (10 Meter Band)
The Time: 8:30 P.M. EDT (through 9:30 pm)
Night: Wednesday – NOTE: Drop Art or Mike an
email if you would like to ‘sked’ any other night, time
or freq: art-marshall@comcast.net k4icy@arrl.net
Mode: CW, Speed: 15 WPM and Below
Just send “QRS” if you need a slower speed.
Talk-In: 147.030 Repeater

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Though code proficiency is no longer required by the FCC, many
hams still desire to know how to copy and send CW and many more
are discovering it for the first time! All they may need is a ‘SAFE
PLACE’ where they don’t have to worry about speed and accuracy – a
place to learn those things through experience and practice, and learn
how to QSO too! Don’t be afraid to dip your toes in the water –
“Elmers” are standing by to help you learn to swim – CALL NOW!

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT
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Regional Clubs
Thomasville Amateur Radio Club (TARC) http://thomasvilleamateurradioclub.com/
Meetings: The first Saturday of each month at 6:00 p.m. at Rock Bottom Seafood and Grill,

2115 Smith Avenue, Thomasville, Georgia – Supper is first, then the business meeting after.
Net: TARC Thursday Night Net – 8 pm local every Thursday night, 147.195 repeater, + offset, with a 141.3 PL tone.

Sportsman's Paradise Amateur Radio Club (SPARC)
Meetings: Third Thursday of each month at the Wakulla County Emergency Management Facility at 7:00 p.m.

Repeaters

Capital Are Region / Linked

The Repeater list is available on the TARS website: (www.k4tlh.net/repeaters).

Location

County

Call Sign

Backup
Power

Output
Freq

PL

Crawfordville

Wakulla

K4WAK

No

145.450 -

94.8

Crawfordville

Wakulla

K4WAK

Yes

Greensboro

Gadsden

NX4DN

NXDN

444.450 +

94.8

147.390 +

94.8

NXDN World Wide Network

300

Greensboro

Gadsden

NX4DN

NXDN

444.125 +

94.8

NXDN World Wide Network

300

Monticello

Jefferson

WX4JEF

145.430 -

94.8

Quincy

Gadsden

W4EAF

Yes

147.165+

94.8

250

Tallahassee

Leon

N4PG

Yes

146.610 -

203.5

200

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

Yes

146.910 -

94.8

375

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

Yes

147.030 +

94.8

750

Tallahassee

Leon

KA4EOC

Yes

147.285 +

94.8

350

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

Yes

442.100 +

94.8

Tallahassee

Leon

K4TLH

No

442.850 +

94.8

Tallahassee

Leon

KJ4G

Yes

443.400 +

131.8

Tallahassee

Leon

AE4S

Yes

443.950 +

94.8

500

Tallahassee

Leon

N4NKV

Yes

444.400 +

131.8

CRMC (200)

Tallahassee

Leon

KD4MOJ

Yes

444.000

94.8

TMH (200)

Tallahassee

Leon

NX4DN

NXDN

444.175 +

94.8

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

146.835 -

DV

180

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

443.450 +

DV

180

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

1293 -

DV

180

Tallahassee

Leon

NF4DG

Yes

D-Star

1253

DD

180

Wacissa

Jefferson

K4TLH

No

147.000

94.8

300

Reno

Georgia

KE4URL

Yes

145.170 -

141.3

600

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Digital
Mode

P-25

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

Aux or Remote Site

Height
300
400

Statewide Amateur Radio Net
(SARnet) See Next Page

600
275

Host of Echolink Node #3950

NXDN World Wide Network

575

4pts Hotel (175)
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SARnet

Statewide Amateur Radio Network

For more information and updated coverage maps visit: http://www.sarnetfl.com/

SARnet LINKED REPEATER SYSTEM MAP

The Statewide Amateur Radio
Network (“SARnet”) is a linked
repeater
system
positioned
throughout greater Florida utilizing
the
self-sustaining
microwave
communications infrastructure of
the state DOT. A great EmComm
asset during hurricane season!

ANY and ALL hams are encouraged to use the network!
In the Tallahassee area, just use the 442.100 (94.8 PL) repeater or the Madison 444.200 (94.8 PL) repeater. As this
is a “linked” system, each ham must take extra consideration and expected courtesy in operation as this is essentially a
super-sized repeater including repeater sites serving many highly populated areas of Florida, each having to identify. If
you have any questions or issues with use of the SARnet - contact Randy Pierce, AG4UU, at: piercer2381@gmail.com

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
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Resource Links

Internet Links of Ham Radio Interest

Associations/Clubs
ARRL – www.arrl.org
AMSAT – www.amsat.org
FISTS – www.fists.org
SKCC – www.skccgroup.com
FLORIDA – Florida Contest Group – www.floridacontestgroup.org
IARU – www.iaru.org
OMISS – www.omiss.net
QCWA – www.qcwa.org
Sportsman’s Paradise Amateur Radio Club (SPARC) (Wakulla County) –
http://www.nettally.com/sparc/sparc.htm
Tallahassee Amateur Radio Club (TARS) – www.k4tlh.net
Thomasville Amateur Radio Club (TARC) –
http://thomasvilleamateurradioclub.com/
Ten-Ten – www.ten-ten.org
Magazines
CQ – www.cq-amateur-radio.com

Logs
DXLab Suite – http://dxlabsuite.com/
Ham Radio Deluxe – www.hrdsoftwarellc.com
N1MM Logger – http://n1mm.hamdocs.com
N3FJP – www.n3fjp.com
Win-EQF* - www.bitwrap.no.wb
XMLog – http://xmlog.com/
QSL
eQSL – http://www.eqsl.net
Misc.
Learn CW Online – http://lcwo.net/
Dayton Hamvention – www.hamvention
Ham Nation – http://twit.tv/hn
Islands of the world – www.rsgbiota.org
10 meter beacons – www.qslnet.wj5o.bcn.htm

Call Lookups
DX Zone – http://www.dxzone.com
Ham Call (Buckmaster) – http://hamcall.net
Ham Call Lookup – http://hamcalllookup.com/
QRZ – www.QRZ.com
Contest
WA7BNM contest page – www.hornucopia.com/contestcal
Digital
British Amateur Radio Teledata Group (BARTG) – http://www.bartg.org.uk/
Digital Modes Club – http://www.digital-modes-club.org
European PSK Club – http://www.eupsk.com/
PODXS 070 Club – Penn-Ohio DX Society – http://podxs070.com/

Leon ARES

FCC
FCC – Universal Licensing System –
http://wireless.fcc.gov/uls/index.htm?job=home

Podcasts

RAIN Report (Radio Amateur Information Network) –
http://www.therainreport.com/
Amateur Radio Newsline – http://www.arnewsline.org/
Ham Radio Now – http://arvideonews.com/hrn/
K7AGE – http://www.youtube.com/user/K7AGE
Ham Nation – http://twit.tv/hn

Providing Emergency Communications to Tallahassee and Surrounding Areas

For enquiries and information on current ARES contacts and officials,
please contact Erik C. Brooks (AEC) at erikcbrooks@hotmail.com

Check In To the Leon County ARES Net – On the “0-30”
Tune in every Tuesday night at 8:15 PM EST ON THE 147.030 K4TLH repeater (+.600, tone 94.8). This net is
OPEN TO ALL, but ARES officials check in first. This net focuses on the current issues pertinent to Leon County as
well as the Capital Area District, but will move to ad-hoc topics of interest, particularly EmComm related. Though, this is
a directed net, there is a casual atmosphere geared to foster a spirit of collaboration. Erik Brooks, KC4NVU is usually
net control. See you Tuesday night!

Leon County ARES Wiki
Erik Brooks, KC4NVU, and Jonathan Liedy, KK4JWK, would like you to check out the Leon County ARES ‘WIKI’ internet site. The wiki is a live
resource for local ARES officials as well as an information base to the general public. Information contained within the wiki can be edited by ARES
official with the approval of the site moderators. Find information on everything from repeater lists and served agencies to guilds on how you can be
better prepared for disaster and emergency communication! You can also find the current Emergency Action Plan for Leon County ARES as well as
vital links to served agencies and EmComm resources.
Visit the Leon County ARES Wiki at:

http://www.leoncountyares.org

TALLAHASSEE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
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Media Resources

Submit to The Printed Circuit!

Visit K4TLH.net – Like Us At Facebook.com/K4TLH
Anywhere in the world you can learn of TARS events, pass information and ask question via Facebook.
At K4TLH.net, find the current newsletter, back issues and selected articles at the click of a mouse.
Both sites will keep you up-to-date on the latest event scheduling and timely information of our club.
Find us at: http://www.facebook.com/K4TLH and http://k4tlh.net/
For more information or inquiries – contact TARS PIO: Stan, K4SBZ, at: K4SBZ.Stan@gmail.com

Past Newsletter Articles Available at K4TLH.net
http://k4tlh.net/index-of-newsletter-articles/

Clicking on this link gives you easy access to past newsletter articles!.
The Index of Newsletter Articles contains a table of article titles grouped by subject category with a quick and easy link to the
newsletter PDF document and page containing the article. With our growing catalog of interesting ham radio related articles, TARS is
becoming a premier Amateur Radio knowledge-base in its own right!
The Printed Circuit Will Publish YOUR PICS Send in photos of your shacks, ham gear, homebrew equipment, friends and family
enjoying radio activities, club events, shack pets or whatever… The Printed Circuit would like nothing better than to brag with you!
We Want You To Write For US Readers and writers are encouraged to submit items of interest such as articles, commentary and
how-to’s for publication. Public service announcements are welcome… The Printed Circuit is sent to well over 300+ email recipients,
so why not use this publication to share the hobby you love? 1 page max for PSA/news, 5 pages max for articles. (All Negotiable)
th

Publication Deadline The deadline for publication is the 20 of the month. Allow for one week prior for corrections or additions.
Updates of Information If you are aware of any updates, changes or corrections to any of the information in this newsletter such as
news write-ups, information about our neighboring clubs, Local Nets, Repeaters or etc., please forward that information to us at
TallyAmateurRadio@Gmail.com or Mike Maynard, K4ICY, (Editor) at k4icy@arrl.net for inclusion, retraction or correction in future
newsletters publications. Corrections and additions cannot be reflected until the following month’s edition.
Cost The Printed Circuit is provided as a service FOR FREE! Articles and content are written and edited on a volunteer basis.
Please consider the large amounts of time each month put into making these newsletters a “great read.” Monetary contributions are
encouraged to be made to the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society, which depends on your support. You may also consider donating
your time and talents by writing for The Printed Circuit or submitting material or information to be considered for publication.
Distribution The Printed Circuit is distributed via gmail account via a PRIVATE BCC recipient list, generally one week prior to the
following TARS business meeting. Re-Distribution IS ENCOURAGED, however you may consider sending us any new addresses for
interested recipients. Back issues and past articles organized by topic can be readily found at http://k4tlh.net/tars-newsletter/ and
http://k4tlh.net/index-of-newsletter-articles/
E-mail Addresses Please forward any additions or changes of e-mail addresses for delivery of the Newsletter to the TARS email
address: TallyAmateurRadio@Gmail.com , or Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, (PIO) K4SBZ.Stan@Gmail.com or Mike Maynard, K4ICY,
(Editor) at k4icy@arrl.net Also, notify us if you wish to no longer receive the newsletter and would like to have your address removed.
Payment of TARS dues is NOT a requirement to receive this free publication.
Content/Copyright Disclaimer The Printed Circuit is not responsible for the views or opinions of any individual or organization
published within, and are those of the individual author(s). The Printed Circuit is not solely representative of the Tallahassee Amateur
Radio Society in whole or part but serves as a media platform. The Printed Circuit is Not-For-Profit, intended for educational use and
public distribution. Articles and photos MAY be reprinted or re-distributed without permission, only if written content and photos are not
altered except for layout. Please give source for quotation. If you desire to re-print any material, a specific electronic copy can be
provided for your convenience - please notify Mike Maynard, K4ICY, (Editor), at k4icy@arrl.net. The Tallahassee Amateur Radio
Society, Inc. owns and maintains sole distribution rights and license over ALL submitted material. All content published is subject to
copyright. ALL submitted content is subject to approval, may be edited, and irrevocably becomes property of the Tallahassee Amateur
Radio Society, Inc. Submission author(s) may request future retraction (subject to approval) or removal of submission prior to print.
Unless instructed not to, the editor retains rights to interject, alter, or remove content WITHOUT author(s) approval. Please
do NOT submit prior copyrighted material unless proper source credit is given explicitly and such material has been granted
permission and is licensed for re-use! As it is impossible to verify the source of all text and image content submitted, The Printed
Circuit and The Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society cannot be held liable for damages due to unintended infringement in whole or part.
All content within this publication is subject to copyright © 2014 Tallahassee Amateur Society, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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The Amateur’s Code

Drafted by Paul M. Segal, W9EEA, cr. 1928

The Radio Amateur is…
CONSIDERATE
Never knowingly operates in such a way as to lessen the pleasure of others.
Abides by FCC Rules, the laws of the land, and good Amateur practices as fostered by the ARRL.

LOYAL
Offers loyalty, encouragement, and support to other Amateurs, local clubs, and the American Radio Relay
League, through which Amateur Radio in the United States is represented nationally and internationally.

PROGRESSIVE
Seeks continued education and keeps a station which is well-built, efficient and abreast of science;
whose operation is well-practiced and above reproach.

FRIENDLY
Slow and patient in operating when requested; friendly advice and counsel to the beginner; kindly assistance,
cooperation and consideration for others. These are the hallmarks of the Amateur Service.

BALANCED
Radio is an avocation, never interfering with duties
owed to family, occupation, school, church or community.

PATRIOTIC
A station and skill always ready for service to country and community.

G3YUH Custom Bug #227
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Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society
New Membership / Renewal Form
Updated 11/20/14

This form can be used for new members or for renewals. If you have
not changed any information from last year, merely complete the form
with your name, indicate your member type and ARRL membership status
and make payment to TARS.

Membership Status:
•
•
•
•

Individual; Single member; full voting privileges.
Family; Single member, plus participating family members residing at the same address; all members have full
voting privileges. Complete a form for each member.
Student; Free for students (elementary school through college) with ID; all rights and privileges except voting.
Introductory; Free until the end of year (next year for December) for anyone who passed Amateur Licensing
Exam facilitated by TARS; all rights and privileges except voting.

If no personal information has changed, current memberships can be renewed simply by making payment to TARS.
You must be a licensed Amateur Radio operator to join the Society; however, any non-licensed radio enthusiast may
attend the TARS business meetings and functions. Membership dues for the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society are
only $20 per individual or family (complete a form for each family member.) Students (with valid ID) can join for free!
New members pay pro-rata based on the number of months remaining in the calendar year ($1.70 per month.) After
September, they drop to $5.00. Individuals wishing to reinstate their expired membership status must reapply and pay full
dues ($20) for the current year. TARS is a “not-for-profit” organization and dues are used to help defray the cost of
repeater maintenance and TARS events. Most of TARS’s revenue is derived from donations, which are gladly accepted.
Please make your dues check payable to the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society (or TARS). Bring your check (or
cash) along with the completed form provided below (including e-mail address please) to the next monthly TARS business
meeting and give it to the Treasurer - or mail your check and completed form to:
Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society, C/O Treasurer, P. O. Box 37127, Tallahassee, FL, 32315
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